
Our Mission
To assure sanctuary for homeless animals and
encourage responsible pet ownership.

"Dogs' lives are too short, their only fault really."              
                                                     -- Agnes Sligh Turnbull

Not long after our amazing followers shared ideas
for Farley's bucket list, we had to say goodbye to
him.  We had no idea we would lose him soon, but
after a rapid decline in his health, he crossed the
Rainbow Bridge to be with Miss Bianca. 

Although we didn't get to cross off as many items
from his bucket list as we had hoped, his last days
were spent in a home with lots of cuddles, love,
and attention. We were also able to sneak in a
quick painting and photo shoot. 

Farley was the keeper of the snacks, Nap King, and
lead in the choir. We miss you yelling at us to feed
you, already. Say hi to Bianca for us.
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Upcoming Events

First Friday - September 3rd
Look for adoptable dogs walking around downtown

5th Annual 5K Walk for Paws
Saturday, September 18th at Morsches Park



Cat litter

Canned kitten food

Dish soap

Peanut butter

Spray cheese

Meat flavored 

       baby food 

My name is Taylor and I work at the shelter full time as a
Kennel Attendant and Adoption Counselor, and I have been
here since October 2018. I have a degree in Criminal Justice
and Psychology, but have always wanted to work with
animals. I love working with and being around animals all
day. My favorite part of my job is seeing animals come in
and go through their journey of getting adopted and going
to their forever homes. I have three dogs; Gracie, Finlay,
and Luna. I love taking the dogs on walks and going hiking.
My favorite pastimes are spending time with family,
photography, and traveling.

We would also like to congratulate Taylor and her husband
on the newest addition to their family, their little boy
Calvin! We are so happy for you both and can't wait to
meet the future animal lover! 

50 dogs
17 puppies
71 cats
83 kittens
10 barn cats
3 guinea pigs
2 rats

40 dogs/puppies
8 cats
14 community cats

5 dogs

42 dogs/puppies
168 cats/kittens 

Adoptions

Returned to owners

Transferred out

Spay/Neuter
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Wish List
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